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Following the successful launch of Incentives Insider, welcome to our festive edition of 
Cooper Parry’s R&D newsletter! Treats include an overview of recent R&D tax cases, how 
the Budget announcements will affect you, the ability to use R&D losses to generate more 
generous tax refunds and an update on our ever-growing team!

But first an update on the 
2021 Accounting Excellence 
Awards…. 
We were thrilled to be shortlisted as 
Specialist Team of the Year in 2021.  
A group of our longest serving team 
members attended the event in London.  
We may not have lifted the trophy this year, 
but we celebrated in style all the same…!

TECHNICAL UPDATES

HMRC’S TIGHTENING STANCE ON SME R&D RELIEF
There have been several recent tax cases involving R&D incentives claims, 
meaning that R&D relief is increasingly under the spotlight.  

In a case between an engineering business (Hadee Engineering) and HMRC, 
several inconsistencies in the composition of the claim were flagged. However, 
the main theme was the fact that HMRC successfully challenged the eligibility 
of the claim (under the SME scheme) based on the fact they believed the R&D 
projects were subcontracted to the taxpayer.  

Unlike the large company scheme, the SME R&D incentives scheme is only available 
for ‘in house’ R&D and not R&D which has been subcontracted to the claimant or 
subsidised. In Hadee’s scenario, many of the R&D projects were carried out for specific 
customers, sometimes with payments made for design elements even if the activities did not result in a successful 
product. This case highlights the need for taxpayers to review and discuss any contractual arrangements relating to 
R&D projects with their R&D adviser before making a claim.

Related to the discussion points in Hadee’s case, we are aware of a very recent case heard at a First Tier Tax Tribunal 
between Quinn (London), a construction company and HMRC where a decision was made in the taxpayer’s favour.  
HMRC argued that R&D eligible projects were carried out for commercial gain and as such were subsidised by the 
construction company’s end client (meaning they were ineligible for SME relief). HMRC were unsuccessful in this 
hearing with the judge noting that it would be…

‘Wholly out of kilter with the overall SME scheme if an SME were to be denied enhanced R&D relief solely 
because… it seeks to recover some or all of the relevant costs under its commercial contracts with its clients’. 
Judge Harriet Morgan

An excellent result for the taxpayer and positive steps towards confirming that R&D incentives relief is far wider 
reaching than ‘blue sky’ R&D with the reality being that most SMEs carry out R&D activities with the prospect of 
commercial gain. 

A final case to be noted was DNAe Group Holdings (‘DNAe’) where the taxpayer appealed against HMRC’s decision 
to deny SME relief due to the size of DNAe’s investor. The taxpayer argued that the investor was acting merely as a 
venture capital company and as such eligible for an exemption from its financial and employee data being included in 
DNAe’s SME assessment. The judge agreed with the taxpayer that the investment was purely opportunistic. This meant 
that the taxpayer successfully retained SME R&D relief.

Further information on the Hadee and DNAe case can be found on our website. 

TAX UPDATES

MODERNISING THE REGIME POST-BUDGET 
The Chancellor was very keen to encourage UK businesses to continue 
innovating with a commitment to increasing support through various measures 
including the R&D incentive tax relief scheme. Rishi Sunak announced that the 
scheme would be modernised to include data and cloud computing costs. This is 
excellent news for many businesses and reflects the need to allow today’s costs 
to be incorporated in claims. In addition, concern was raised by Rishi that there 
is a gap between the level of R&D included in taxpayers’ claims and the amount 
of R&D actually carried out in the UK, with the suggestion that some of this gap 
is due to the reliefs benefiting overseas operations. As such, plans are in place to 
refocus R&D support on UK only operations as well as targeting potential abuse. 
These changes will take effect from April 2023 with further details to be set out in 
due course.

Further information on the budget announcements can be found here. 

NI INCREASES APRIL 22 
– HOW WILL THIS AFFECT
YOUR CLAIM?
The 1.25% increase in national insurance 
rates from April 2022 will increase the tax 
burden for UK businesses and employees. 
Whilst this undoubtedly causes further 
cashflow pressures, it will mean that the 
amounts included in R&D tax incentives 
claims are expected to rise, providing 
additional relief at 24.7% for SME claimants. 

TAX REFUNDS GENERATED BY MORE 
GENEROUS USE OF LOSSES POST-COVID
As a result of the Covid 19 measures, companies generating losses 
in periods ending between 1 April 2020 and 31 March 2022 have 
access to extended loss carry back relief. This means that losses 
can be carried back 36 months (to potentially generate refunds of 
tax paid in these earlier periods) rather than the normal 12 months. 
This allows taxpayers to see immediate cash benefits during loss 
making periods as well as potentially relieve losses generated by 
R&D at rates of 19% rather than rates of 14.5% (available to SMEs 
for loss surrenders in the current period). Please talk to your friendly 
R&D adviser to make sure you are maximising the use of any losses. 

HOT SECTOR FOR R&D: MEDICAL DEVICES
With R&D taking place across most sectors, we wanted to highlight this area in particular 
as we have seen increased R&D activity recently.

Medical Devices (‘MDs’) are products or equipment intended generally 
for a medical use and include a vast range of products.

There are three general groups of MD:

• General MDs, e.g., X-ray equipment

• Active implantable MDs, e.g., cochlear implants

•  In Vitro Diagnostic Devices e.g., test reagent or control material, diagnostic
instruments.

Unsurprisingly, the design and development of a new MD or an improvement 
to an existing MD and the manufacturing processes will qualify as Research & 
Development (‘R&D’). However, R&D is also undertaken to comply with ever 
changing regulations… READ MORE [3 min read].

PEOPLE

We are thrilled to announce the addition of 
Caroline Hawkins to our team. 

Caroline is an experienced Senior Manager and Chartered Tax 
Adviser with over 24 years’ experience in providing tax advice, which 
includes 15 years at KPMG.

Caroline says:

‘I thoroughly enjoy helping innovative companies of all sizes access 
R&D tax relief and seeing how this funds their future growth. I use 
my tax knowledge and experience to help clients understand how 
the R&D rules apply in practice, ensuring that qualifying companies 
access the benefit to which they are entitled in the most tax efficient 
way possible.’

Welcome to the team Caroline! 

CHECK OUT THIS R&D CASH

GENERATOR
CALCULATOR
GET YOUR INSTANT ESTIMATE

And finally...

“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most 
intelligent, but the ones most responsive to change”. 

CHARLES DARWIN 

The entire CP R&D team would like to wish you 
a happy, healthy and relaxing festive season.  
Cheers to that!

IT’S A WRAP

Follow us on LinkedIn

Check out our website

We’re delighted to announce that Cooper Parry R&D are new patrons of 
Made in the Midlands (MitM). 

Part of the Made In Group, created to champion UK manufacturing, MitM boasts 
over 425 member firms, employing more than 730,000 people across the region. 
We’re on a mission to help maximise all members’ R&D Tax claims, as well as to 
drive Midlands’ industry forward. READ MORE.

http://cooperparry.madeinthemidlands.com/news/new-research-development-patron-for-mim-encourages-everyone-to-stop-calling-it-r-d-3
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cooper-parry/?gator_td=pGd%2f76EpaTsCbB8We19FuJkb%2f9YG3ybAiCJeACsXTJHuqPcOb2wR2RakkfT47W7WKSyb8LjtK3d4Q8sLXEwhwpnXXfDpGDduFG7njPJCjA5scPPr9oZV8Tloz8Dc%2bFHODkDgrRysptbf1VAe6aJAhgQK7GAPqGwLvTgKg%2fWmiLrMjGtx3NPMzcORrNNKsLukjNc61VqtAnxXlc%2bwIdvu9hnlMcZA9lGyNlkEon9UX9E%3d
https://cooperparry.com/



